Midnight. For a few hours now, fewer passenger trains will run on the line near the city
of Koblenz. The frequency of freight trains, however, will pick up. But if the technicians
from Deutsche Bahn (German Rail) close just one track on this multi-track segment, they
can replace a switch. And no train will have to wait. The construction crews are quick—a
new process means they need less time. As a result, Deutsche Bahn can speed up its
maintenance work and improve its on-time record.
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1 Preparing for the job: crew members from
DB Netz AG discuss the construction sequence.

2 Construction workers lift an abrasive rail saw onto
the track repair railcar. A checklist specifies which tools are
needed at the site.

G

ermany is a transit country. The center of Europe
is criss-crossed by long-distance transport routes.
People and goods are constantly on the move.
Their volumes increase every year. Without intensive maintenance, no infrastructure could handle
this enormous load. Whether roads or rails—everything needs
to be kept in good shape at all times.
Construction sites often cause lengthy traffic jams at peak
times on freeways. The same is true for railways: construction and other blockages can disrupt the exquisitely calibrated
timetable on Deutsche Bahn’s approximately 33,000-kilometer

6 Control and safety components must be removed
before the blade is replaced.

3 The repair railcar is driven to the
60-meter construction site. It leaves the
depot at around 10 p.m.

4 Preparation: at the Koblenz–Bonn segment on the left bank of the
Rhine, the equipment is unloaded right onto the switch.

5 Replacement part: the new switch blade—the movable part
of the switch—is laid onto the track bed.

network. The lines with the most traffic are especially susceptible to the domino effect: if one train is delayed, that can
quickly affect the ones following it.

is located on a segment of track between the cities of Bonn
and Koblenz. It is on the “left” side of the Rhine—one of the
main lines in the Deutsche Bahn network.

Trains tend to be criticized more than any other means of
transport. But Deutsche Bahn is investing enormous resources in improvements. And with good results. While most
of its customers are at home in their beds, its construction
crews head out in their yellow maintenance railcars to keep
the network in good working order. The switches are especially vulnerable to wear, so they need to be replaced at the
right intervals. The switch scheduled for replacement tonight

We visit the replacement site, a short distance from the station
in Brohl. The safety guards are already at their posts. They
wear neon yellow vests and hold multi-tone warning horns to
signal the approach of trains on the adjacent track. In unrelenting rain, the ten-member crew unloads abrasive rail saws and
welding equipment from their maintenance railcar. Their task
is to replace a blade—the movable part of the switch. “This
is a typical maintenance job that we do more than 300 times

a year in our area alone,” says André Corsten, a maintenance
manager for the central region of DB Netz AG. A subsidiary of
Deutsche Bahn, this company is Europe’s largest rail infrastructure provider. Deutsche Bahn is not the only railway company
in the country. It shares the German rail network with more
than 400 competitors—and they too expect their trains to run
smoothly on intact tracks.

7 At temperatures of just above freezing, the old switch blade
has to be heated up before work can begin.

8 The small team of ten works closely together.

“Switches have to handle extreme loads,” says Corsten. “So
it’s very important for us to ensure good quality.” Deutsche
Bahn owns more than 66,500 of these switches. Each one
should last for decades—up to 40 years if well maintained. p

9 Erik Masurat, an area manager at DB Netz AG, and Roland Sitzberger from
Porsche Consulting (right) document the work process: “It’s all within plan.”

10 An abrasive rail saw is used to cut the old
switch blade from the rail.

11 The new switch blade—which weighs 1,800 kilos—
is installed with the help of a track lifting machine.

They’re made of very tough material. Heavily loaded freight
trains can easily exert an axle load of up to 22.5 tons on the
narrow strips of steel—in everything from icy cold conditions
to blazing midsummer heat.
Replacing the blade on a switch is hard work. But it requires
more than muscle power alone. The crew members are experts. Each procedure needs to be done absolutely correctly.
And coordinated with those of their colleagues. DB Netz AG
wants to further improve the working conditions for its welltrained specialists. And that starts before its crews set off in
the night. “We need a more efficient planning process,” says

16 Any projecting steel parts are
sheared off.

12 The superstructure welder adjusts the new
switch blade with an alignment bar. The connection
has to be exact down to the last millimeter.

Corsten. “Which is why we’ve been working with the engineers
from Porsche Consulting to develop a slot plan. It lets us
determine our maintenance needs early on, deploy our staff
accordingly, and thereby increase our efficiency at construction sites.” Corsten has the figures to prove that good planning can produce measurably better results. “Our new strategy enables us to handle up to 20 percent more construction
sites a year,” he reports.

13 The welding mold is placed on the gap at
the welding point.

14 The mold is preheated with two gas flames to
compensate for the difference in temperature.

15 Liquid thermite superheated to around
2,400 degrees Celsius fills the gap in the
mold and joins the two ends of the rail.

laid. The steel is cooling at the welding points. The final grind
will soon be done, and checked with a meter-long steel ruler.
The seam is hardly visible. The crew quickly loads the equipment back onto the yellow maintenance train, which slowly
starts up. The safety guards are the last to leave their posts.
Masurat had scheduled four hours of work for this job. “We’re
well within plan,” he says. Peak time will soon be upon us, on
the line between Bonn and Koblenz. f
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It’s now three in the morning at our construction site near
Brohl. Erik Masurat, the “track” area manager, nods in satisfaction. The new 1,800-kilogram switch blade has been

17 The remaining glowing weld solidifies within
a few minutes.

18 Extraneous material is removed with a grinder.

19 Grinding goes from coarse to fine. Now
the welding point has to cool for 60 minutes.

20 Before fine grinding begins, a load gauge
measures the pressure on the new switch blade.

21 Final check: A track repairman runs his hand
over the finely ground welding point. The switch blade
has been replaced in four hours.

